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For many years, !ht ,conomle discussion of the relation between 
market structure and productivity has been characterized by two 
points of view. On the one side are what may be termed the "c<>mpeli· 
tive structurnlists,"" that is, those who believe that noncompetitive 
market structure has a direct and negative impact on performance, be 
it through monopolistic and oligopolistic misallocations (~y in
efficiencies") or through simple operational inefficiencies where 
competitive pressures are weak (~ll. inefficiencies""). A different view 
is taken by some institutionalist am! political economists, in particular 
by followers of Joseph Schurnpeter. They, 100, argue that market 
structure makes a difference, but they see large or oligopolistic firms 
as a main agent for innovation. 

What we have got to accept i, that [the large finn] has come to be the 
mos! powerful engine ofieconomic] progress. . In this respect, 
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perfect competilion is not only impossible but inferior, and ha, no 
1iile to being sel upon a model of ideal dficiency [Schumpeter, 1950, 
106]. 

In this view, productivity improvements usually require inlernal 
rearrangement of the production process, new management 
techniques, capital outlays, and labor reallocation and training. 
These tasks may well be most effectively undertaken by enterprises 
that benefit from economies of scale, have large resources at their 
disposal, and can hedge risks through diversification. 

The empirical evidence for a relation between market structure 
and productivity is ambiguous. Early research was contradictory (for 
example, see Stigler, 1956; Phillips, 1956; Weiss, !963; Allen, 1%9). A 
good number of studies have pursued this question, primarily through 
investigations of patent grants and R&D expenditures of firms of 
different sizes, or of their adoption of new production techniques,' 

Typically, such studies are highly aggregated on the industry level, 
and are estimated across different industries, comparing concentra
tion indices with dependent variable, such as product,vity; such 
procedure is usually chosen because it is difficult to find different 
concentrntion ratios for the same industry, Yet indu.1tric,1 vary widely, 
and their comparison is problematic, For example, an important role 
in productivity change is played by the presence of basic knowledge 
ready for application, referred to as "technological opportunity" 
(Phillips, 1971), which varies from industry to industry. One way to 
escape the problem of comparison is to use the same industry across 
different countries; but this only raises new problems. 

This study, on the other hand, proposes to proceed by concentrat
ing on one industry, and in one country only. It proceeds in a very 
different fashion from the research mcn!ioned above, in that it looks at 
the rate of productivity increase within an industry that is, interest
ingly enough, characlerized by thousands of local monopolies. Fur
thermore, a large number of new entries occur, making it possible to 
determine the trend ofstate-of-the-arl technology. 

The results of the investigation can yield potentially interesting 
conclusions; first, they shed light on the cable television industry 
itself- an industry of much public policy importance - and, second, 
they illuminate the relation of productivity and monopoly in genern!. 

Methodologically, tbc objective of this chapter is to find and 
measure the rate of technical progress in the operations of already 
existing - and locally monopolistic - cable television companies, 
and to contra.st this imernal rale ofinnova!ion with the external rate of 
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change in the "stale-of-the-art" or "best-practice" technology. Tech
nical progress is described, in the way used by economists, as those 
shifts in the pmductitm function over time that are unexplained by 
changes in factor inputs (Solow, 1957). These shifls, reftecting the 
productivity increase of firms over time, are decomposed in this 
chapter into three components: 

(a) lhe elfects oflhe "vintage"' of technology, Iha( is, of the age of the 
technology; 

(b) the effects of ma!Urily in operalion, Chai i,, of "learning by doing";' ... 
(c) lhe effect of economies of,calc. 

In including these three factors the study goes beyond other 
writings that do not distinguish among them, specifically not between 
vintage and maturity. This is a methodological contribution of this 
chapter. Empirically, it adds to the analysis of an industry whose 
importance - and list of unscnled regulatory questions - is growing, 
yet whose production characteristic, have received only scant statis
tical attention (Babe, 1975; Owen, 1982). In providing some empirical 
evidence, thi, study can re)y on data for nearly 5000 U.S. cable 
television sys1ems. 

BACKGROUND 10 THE 
PRODUCTIVITY ISSUE IN CABLE TELEVISION 

While the substantial communications potential of cable televi
sion io well known, it is less recognized that the locally monopolistic 
indus1ry strncmre of the medium may lead to its suboptimal develop-
men!. This danger ha, been commented upon for the issue of product 
diversity, which may be lessened by the operntor"s gatekeeper control 
over programming {Sloan Commission, 1971; Cabinet Committee on 
Cable Communications, 1974). Far less attention has been given to 
the issues of productivity and innovation. The rapid development of 
cable television technology has been far from uniform in its diffusion. 

A panern is cmcrgmg in cable televisiun service across the Uni led 
Slate,. Large companies Iha! own cable systems, eager to win 
franchise, in unwired cities. are quite willing 10 spend hundred., of 
millions of dollars to build modern systems. At the same time, lhey 
give much lower prior icy 10 rebuilding !heir older system, in areas 
where !here are no competitive reasons lo offer the mort lavish 
services .... 
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ln Queens, for eumple, Teleprompter. , . is proposing 107 chan
nel, .... In Manhauan, by contrast, Teleprompter offers ... only 
26 channels. 
The rates in the new systems, also born in a compelilive atmos
phere, are far lower than those in New York. The same ATC that 
charges$! 1.75 a monlh in Manhanan for 26 channels is proposing a 
ratenf$3.75 a month for 50chonnels in Deover[New Yo,k Time,, 
November 8, 1982: B-1, 29]. 

The root causes for such discrepancy may be sought in the struc
ture of the industry. The cable television industry consists of a series 
of parallel local monopolies, each de facto based on the award of a 
local operating franchise. In a monopolistic situation, profit ma~imi
zation does not necessarily lead to adoption of a "best-practice" 
technology, even if such would be economically feasible under com" 
pelitive conditions. For example, the upgrading of channel capacity 
by the use of more sophisticated converters and the like may not be 
undenaken, because it would primarily divert viewers fmm a!ready
existing program channels rather than generate new viewers; there
fore, a monopolist in the supply of cable program channels normally 
has incentjves to supply less than the competitive capacity.' Within 
each franchise area, the licensed company is, for all practical pur
poses, in control over the technical innovation of the transmission 
system. While it is true that the cable operator is bound by the tenns 
of a local franchise contract, and has an incentive not to lose the 
franchise for lack of innovation, such loss has no! occurred outside a 
handful of tiny localities: 

Where cities have tried lo spur competilion during re-franchising by 
iosi!ing competiuve bidding, they have been unable lo mspil'e even 
a 11ibhle of interest from any companies other than lhc incumbent 
operator. City officials contend that operators arc reluctant lo enter 
an already franchised area for fear [ha! the same will happen to them 
on what !hey consider their turf. Operators accuse cities of using 
compctitise bidding only as a ploy to get better service from an 
incumbent [Stoller, !9&2: 36].' 

In many instances city official, are uninformed aboul lhc available 
technology set: 

lf you start the refranchising process by askm8 officials what they 
wanl that they don 'l already have, you'll probably find that mo>l of 
them don "t have the shghlest idea whal is available ...• So for, ttief£ 



ha, been a lol of talk about rebuilds, but not a lol done [Tony 
Hoffman, a security analyst a! A. G. Becker, a, quoted in Rolhbard, 
!982: 22]. 

'" 

The more general question that such observations raise is the 
extent to which: available innovation is adopted in a locally 
monopolistic setting. Because of its present institutional pecu
liarities, cable television provides an unusual opportunity to observe 
and contrast both the competitive and the monopolistic adoption of 
innovation within the same industry, Cable system operators usually 
pass through an intensely competit,ve phase at the beginning of their 
operation, when they vie with other companies in attempting to gain 
the local franchise. The normal franchising procedures call for appli
cant firms lo present the merits of their systems; by the nature of the 
intensive bidding process that ensues, companies compete in the 
technology thal is offered as well a, in its cosH:ffectiveness, since the 
proposed rates are part of the bid.' After a franchise has lx:en 
awarded, however, there is little competitive pressure for the opera!· 
ing company to upgrade a system according to the subsequent 
technological development.• This ,s not to say that there are no 
improvements; but they will be mouvated by considerations other 
than the presence of intraindustry competition. Therefore, there is no 
reason to assume that established cable systems will necessarily keep 
up their internal improvements with the external rate of change in the 
industry. 

Empirically, there are special advantages of analyzing the cable 
television industry: 

(a) ll consists of se.,ral thousand firms. all essent,ally operating in a 
local one-pl am produce.on mude, and all reporting dala according 
to a uniform ,y.,em. 

(b) Each year brings the entry of hundreds of new systems, an unusual 
opportunity to observe the trend of new vintages. 

(c) The technology is nearly entirely non proprietary to the operators. 
and is generally available 10 all operating companies. Virtually no 
vertical integrahon into the manufacture of capital equipment 
e,i,1'. 

THE MODEL 

Three different causes for shifts in productivity are normally left 
unseparated: first, the internal improvements in operations, which is 
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here termed the ~maturity effect" of a system; second, the technical 
progress external to the system, termed the Mvintage effect"; and 
third, the economies of scale _that may result from expansion. To 

• illlustra\e the first two factors: In Figure 8,J, time is mapped on the 
abscissa, together with tha1 period's output relative to inputs (total 
factor productivity). Observations made at time t(I), t(2), and so on 
then show points such as P(l), P(2) and so on, and an apparent 
productivity trend F. However, the underlying reality may in fact~ 
more complex; internal productivity improvements of firms may in
crease at the rate of the slopes of the lines V(l}, where each line 
corresponds to 1he maturity trend of a given vintage of technology, Al 
the same time, technical progress raises each year's vintage pro
ductivity from V(i) to V(i+l). Hence the trend line Fis in fact a 
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,ombination of the two rates of technical progress, that or movement 
11long a function and that of a shift of the function itself. The slopes G 
of the lines connecting the "equal-maturity" points of different vin-
138es reflect the rate of external technical progress, while the slopes H 
are the trend of the experience gains for a given vintage. 

To Lhi~ analysis one must add the factor of scale economy. To the 
euent that cable operations grow as time passes, they reap potentially 
existing economies of scale (Noam, l983a, 1983b), apart from the 
effects of any technical progress. 

Pa,l research on the productivity of other industries has allowed 
for scale economies (Dhrymes and Kurz, 1964; Christensen and 
Green, 1976; Denny et al., 1982; Nadiri and Schankerman, 1981; 
Gollop and Roberts, 1981). But they do not distlnguish between the 
vintage' and maturity' rats of productivity increase. 

We now formalize the model, using a multiproduct selling. Con
•ider the production of m outputs using n inputs. The cost function, 
uniquely corresponding lo the production function under the a,;snmp
Lion of duality theory, is at each time t 

where C(t) is total costs of production; P{i,) is the prices for the 
factors of production i, given exogenously; Q(j,) is the output quan
ti1ie, for the different products of a mulliproduct firm; V(i) is the 
~inlagc ufthe plant; and M(t) is the plant's maturity at the time t; and 
K i, other foclors that may affect cost of production. The partial 
lug;uithmic derivatives of cost with respect to input prices, output 
Quanlilies, vintage, and maturity are the parlical elasticities E with 
respect to these variables. The total change in cost of equation 3 can 
Lhen be ell.pressd as composed of the contributions of price and 
QUantily changes and of vintage and maturity effects. 

Furthermore, a cost-minimizing behavior by the finn is assumed. 
Using Shepard's lemma, the cost-price elasticities are then equal to 
Lile share of each input factor in total cost, that is, 

a~nc 
a~nP, 

,,, 
where X; is the quantity of input i, P, is the price, and C is total co,ts. 
The estimation of these cost-share equations jointly with the cost 
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function increases the degrees of freedom and the slatistical weight of 
an empirical estimation. 

For the purposes of estimation, let the cost function f be given by 
the trans log cost function, a second-order logarithmic approximation 
to an arbitrary twice-differentiahle tnmsfonnation surface ( Griliches 
and Ringstad, 1971; Christensen et al., 1973). The genera! translog 
function imposes no restrictions on production such as homogeneity, 
homo1he1icity, or unitary elasticities of substitution, and is hence 
covenient for the testing for the existence of these properties.• 

A major problem with the application of a mu!tiproduct specifica
tion of a cost function is that if even one of the products has the value 
zero, the observation's value becomes meaningless. For that reason, 
it is necessary to specify an alternative funcational form that is well 
behaved. As pointed out be Caves et al. (1980), the use of the log 
metric for outputs in the generalized translog function is unnecessary 
for a homogeneity of degree one in factor prices, a condition that is 
usually imposed. Instead, one can substitute the Box-Cox metric 

which is defined for zero values, and which approaches the standard 
natural logarithm lnQ as w ---> O. Using this expression, we can define 
the uhybrid" multiproduct translog cost function. 

w 

Q" - I 
-'---

w 
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SeverJl parametric restrictions must be put on the cost function. 
The cost shares must add to unity, whieh implies that i EcP, = I; 
hence the cost function must be linearly homogeneous in factor prices 
at all values of factor prices, output, vintage, and maturity. Thal is, 

Furthermore, the cross partial derivatives of the translog cost 
function must he equal, by its second order approximation property, 
thm is, the symmetry condition exists 

[l l I 

The cost function is homothetic if and only if it can be wrillen as a 
""parable function offactor prices and outputs (Shephard, 1970). The 
optimal factor share combination is then independent of output, that 
is, the expasnsion path is linear. From equation~. it then must be 

[ l2] 

which imposes n - I independent restriction, where n is the numberof 
inputs i. Furthermore, the function is homogeneous at the sample 
mean if overall cost elasticity with respect to output is constant, that 
is, if the conditions ho!d." 

[13] 

Economies of scale must be evaluated along output rather than along 
input-mix, since the relative composition of inputs may change over 
the range of output. Only when the cost function Is homothetic will 
the two be identical (Hanoch, 1975). The implication is that scale 
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economies are better described by the relation of cost to changes in 
output rather lhan by that of outputs to changes in inputs, which 
makes a cosl function an advantageous specification. 

Following Frisch (1965), the cost elasticity with respect to output 
E is the reciprocal of scale elasticity E. For the multi product case, 
local overall scale economies, as shown by Fuss and Waverman 
(1982), are 

Product-specific economies of scale are, 
Baumo) et al. (!972), 

' e ", 
'" ac Q -·--

q aQq 

!14) 

using the definition m 
' 

/15] 

where IC are !he incremental costs of producing product q. This 
incremental cost is described by 

This elasticily can be written as 

" C ._'1_/E 
sq C l'Qq I nJ 

For the hybrid translog function, sample mean values are P = Q = M 
= V = K = I; thus the cos! functions simplify to 

ll s I 

!I 9] 

so that equation 1911 for the product-specific economies of scale 
becomes 
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!20] 

The fonn of estimation that is used to determine this multiequa
tion system is Zellner'• {1962) iterative method for seemingly unre
lated regressions. This technique is a form of generaliud least 
squares, shown to yield maximum likelihood estimates that are in
variant lo which of the cost-share equations is omitted (Barten, 1969). 
In estimating such a system, it is generally assumed that disturbances 
in each of the share equation and the cost equation are additive, and 
that they have a joint nonna\ distribution. These assumptions are 
made here too." 

DATA 

The empirical estimation of this study is based on an unusually 
good body of data for several thousand cable television systems, all 
producing essentially the same service,'' operating and accounting in 
a single-plant mode, supplying their local market only, and reporting 
data according to the fairly detailed categories of a mandatory lederal 
form." 

The data cover virtually all 5000 U.S. cable systems, and are 
composed of four disparate and extensive files for each of the years 
1976-1981 for technical and programming, financial, local community, 
and employment infonnation." The financial data include both bal
ance ~beet and income information." 

All variable, are standardized around the sample mean in order to 
overcome the problem of arbitrary scaling that can become an issue in 
translog function.'' Furthennore, the nonnonnalized variables and a 
nonnormaliz.ed alternative definition oflabor (lotal hours) are used lo 
test for the robustness of the results of scaling. 

1,ABOR lNl'UTS 

The factor quantity is the number of fu!!-time employees {with 
part-timers added al half value), Its cost is the average salary of 
employees. 
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CAPITAL INl'\JTS 

Accounting data for different classes of msets are reported to lhe 
FCC in book value form. Although the great bulk of assets in the 
cable television industry have been acquired within the past decade, 
thus limiting the extent of inflationary distortion, it was considered 
prudent to revalue these assets. To do so, the study took advantage of 
a highly detailed engineering study, commissioned by the federal 
government, on the cost and pattern of investment in the construction 
of cable systems. In that report, the required investment flow in a 
medium-sized cable systern over a period often years was calculated. 
(Weinberg, 1972: 128). We assume that (a) this distribntion of invest
ment over the first ten years is proportionally the.same for all systems: 
(b) investmem in the eleventh and further years is identical to that of 
!he tenth year; and {c) the cos! of acquiring capital assets required in a 
cable televi.,ion system increases at the rate of a weighted index of 
cnmmonicationo and utilities equipment. 

For each observation, we know the first yearofoperntionand the 
aggregate historical value of capital assets. It is then possible lo 
allocate capital investments to the different years and different types 
of invcs\ment, and to inflate their value to the prices of the observa
tion year." The inpu1 price P>. oft his capital stock K isde1ermined by 
its opportunity cos I in a competitive environment, consioting of po
tential returns r on equity E and payments for debt D, with an 
allowance for the deductibility of interest expenses (tax rate ~ w). 

121 I 

The required return on equity is determined according to !he risk 
premium p required above the return on risk-free investments, Re; that 
is, r, = R, + p. Ibbotson and Sinquefield { !979) found p for the Standard 
& Poor 5000 to be 8.8 for the period 1926-1977. Hence, using the capita.I 
asset pricing model {Sharpe, 1964; Lintner, !965), an estimate of p for a 
specific firm is 8.8 times fl, where fJ is the measure of nondiversifiablc 
(systematic) risk. The average fJ for cable companies is listed by 
Moody's (1981) and can be used to calculate the risk premium over the 
treasury bill rate. 
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For ro, the return on long-tenn debt, the following method was 
employed; for each observation it WIL'l determined, using several 
financial measures, what its hypothetical bond rating wOuJd have 
been, based on a company's financial characteristics. These 
Hshadow~ bond ratings for each obseTVation were then applied to the 
actual average interest rates existing in the ob;ervation years for 
different bond ratings (Moody's, 198 l ). This procedure is novel but is 
based on previous study in the finance literature of bond ratings and 
their relation IO financial ratios. 211 

Tax-free w is defined a. the corporate income tax rate (federal and 
average net nate). Debt is defined as long-term liahili1ie.1. 

PROGRAMMING INPUTS 

The third production factor of the mode! is the input of program
ming. A cable system that carries no communications messages 
wnu!d be nf no interest to subscribers. Therefore, cable operators 
supply programs in addition to providing the communication wire. 
These programs are not produced or generated by the operators; with 
trivial exceptions," programming is supplied by broadcasters and 
program networks." Program costs are bnth direct and indirect. 
Direct costs are the outlay~ for program services, for example, to 
pay-TV networks and to suppliers such as Cable News Network 
(CNN), which charge operators accon.ling to the number of their 
subscribers plus the cost of program importauon and it.s equipment. 
Direct costs, however, are only part of the total programming; indi
rect costs that must also he considered are the forgone earning from 
adver1i,ing. For example, CNN is able to sell some ofit-s air time to 
adver1i,ers. This time is in effect a compensation in kind by the cable 
operator to CNN for the supply of the program. Similarly, local 
hrondcasters are carried by cable for free, and the programming cost 
of these "must-carry" channels to cable operators, loo, is that of 
forgone earnings, largely in advertising revenues. 

Direcl costs are repor1ed to the FCC and are available. Included 
are also such capital costs a; those nf origination studios and signal 
importation equipment and cost to carriers. The indirect cost of 
forgone adver1ising revenue is defined as the potential minus the 
actual advertising revenue obtained by cable operators. Actual 
figures are reported to the FCC; potential revenues are estimated by 
reference tn the average advertising revenue in television broadcast• 
ing per household and viewing time." The unit price of programming 
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inputs is their total divided by the number of program hours and 
channels, 

It is one or the convenient properties of cable television that is 
uses very !i!lle in inputs beyond those of capital, labor, and pro
gramming. It does not use raw materials or intermediate inputs to 
speak of, aparl from programming. Even its energy requirements are 
quite small, in the order of .7 percent of total expenses, ir capital 
expenses are included (Weinberg, 1972: Tables C-l, C-2). Office 
supplies, telephone, postage, insurance, and so on add another \.8 
percent of costs that include capital inputs. For consistent treatment 
of inputs and oulpuls, this small residual input is added to the inputs 
K, L, and P; since one cannot determine for what the residual input is 
a subsucute, we prorate it lo K, I., and P. ' 

OUTPUTS 

Costs and revenues in cable television are nearly entirely for 
subscription rather than actual use. Pay-per-view billing systems are 
exceedingly rare, and in their absence there are only negligible margi
nal costs to the opernlor for a subscriber's actual viewing of the 
channels. Hence the numbers of actual and potential subscribers -
as opposed to their viewing -arc measures of the operator's outputs. 

Cable \clevis ion operators' major Dutputs are then of the following 
dimensions: (a) basic service subscriptions; (b) pay-TV service sub
scriptions; and (c) the n11mbcr of poremia/ subscribers that are 
reached. The latter is rcHecLed by the number of "homes passed." 
The larger this number, the more subscribers can potentially be 
enrolled. 

VINTAGE 

Vintage is defined according to the year in which the cable oper
ator commenced transmission, expressed by that year divideil by the 
sample mean. Most cable systems, particularly those of medium or 
large size, have started opcrntion in the past 15 years. 

MATURITY 

To estimate the maturity effect, that is, the productivity gains due 
to operational experience - holding equal for vintage and scale 
economics - for each observation matmity is defined as the time 
lapsed since the commencemem of opcratiDns. For each observation, 
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there are therefore one vintage value am! a series of maturity observa
tions. 

TECHNICAL VAltlAIILES 

Two other variables are introduced in order to adjust for dif• 
ferences in the eable systems that may affect costs of production and 
ability to attract subscriptions. First, the density of population bas a 
role in determining cost. The further houses are from each other 
physically, the more capital and labor inputs must go into reaching 
each.•• To allow for density variations, we define Das the length of 
cable trunk lines per household passed. The resultant mtio is used as a 
proxy for density. 

A second variable is the number of video channels offered by a 
cable operator. Clearly, the more channels offered, the more inputs 
required. At the same time, one would expect subscription outputs to 
be affected positively, celeri, par/bus, since the cahle service is more 
varied and hence probably more attractive to potential subscriben<. 

RESULTS 

The three-stage estimation of the model yields statistically strong 
result,;; system R' is .9610. Most of the parameter estimates have very 
high t values and are significant at the .OJ level, particularly the 
first.order Lenns and their squares. 

We first look at the economies of scale in lhe system. Using 
equation 14, we find an overall elasticity of scale ofE ~ l,0728. This 
means that cost increase is proportionally less than that ofoutput, and 
!hat the relative cost decrease is in the range of 7 percent for each 
doubling of output. 

We ncxl look at the effects of maturity in operation on cost. Here 
we find at the sample mean a coefficient of - .2827; that is, cost 
decreases fairly pronouncedly with experience in operntiun - hold
ing everything else equal, Cable systems seem to reduce costs a, they 
ma!Ure, gain experience, and absorb innovations. 

However, these internal productivity increases are considerably 
smaller than those due to theuterna/ changes in technology. Isolating 
the vintage effect, we find a coefficient of -.9223, indicating a very 
substantial cost reduction that accompanies the introduction of new 
vintages of cable technology. 

A look at the control variables is interesting, too. Here we can 
observe the coefficient for density to have a value of a( DJ ~ .OR97, 



TABLE S. I Regrtssion Coefficient• of Coble Tele.is.ion Co•! Funccion 

Vo,/ab/, Po,am</er E,rim•te I R•llo 

o(O) -O,J5l) (16-550) 
•(Pl) 0.2944 (19.2708) 
,(P2) 0.3937 (l!.6611) 
•(fl) -O.l!l8 ( S.8929) 
•(Q•) 0.2587 ( 4.6112) 
o(Qb) 0.0228 ( 4.3211) 
a(Qc) 0.6S06 (32.3199) 
o(D) 0.0891 ( 2.0221) 
•ff-) 0.0978 ( 3.S910) 
•(V) -o.n21 { 4.0401) 
a(M) -0.28,7 { 0183) 
,(Pl){Pl) 0.0305 ( ].7581) 
o(PI) (Pl) 0.!9!6 ( 9.0650) 
a(PJ) (Pl) -0.2527 (!2,3445) 
a/Pl) (Qa) 0.3394 ( 7.69[H)) 
a(Pl) (Qb) -0.1049 ( 2.3791) 
a(Pl)(Qc) 0.0617 ( 4.4!89) 
o(Pl){D) 0.1841 ( 4.3476) 
,(Pl) {El -0,2295 ( 5.11?4) 
>(Pl) (V) 1.9556 ( 4.0210) 
>(P J) (M) 0 2229 ( l.l70l) 
a(P2) (Pl) 0 324 l (20.8342) 
,(P,.) (Pl) - 0!1400 (26,1213) 
,(Pl) (Q,) -00176 ( l.5564) 
a(l'lJ (Q~) 0.4071 ( 1.72>1) 
a(P2) (Qc) U.5099 (22.7455) 
o(P2) (D) -0,1828 ( ].!995) 
,(Pl) (F.) -0.95% (ll.9031) 
,(¥2) (V) -l.1.167 ( 8.l102) 
a(Pl) (M) -0.6Ul7 ( 6.5762) 
,(Pl) (Pl) 0.5464 (25,8846) 
,(Pl) (Q,.) -0.2618 ( 4.116R2) 
>(Pl) (Qb) -0.3021 ( S.5893) 
a(Pl) {Qc) -0.5717 (21.1098) 
,(Pl) (D} -0,00!2 ( U.0196) 
,(Pl) {E) l.!891 (ll,7176) 
o(Pl) (V) J.26ll ( 5.1043) 
•!Pl) (M} 0.3787 { 0185) 
,(Q,) {Q,.) -0.0909 ( 2.1082) 
•(Q•) (Qb) 0.Jl26 ( ].8715) 
•(Q.,) (Qc) 0.0532 ( !.4516) 
a(Qo) (D) -0.26J? ( J.3656) 
a(Q,) (E) -0.9160 ( 6,3550) 
a(Qa) (V) -0.4581; ( 0.3$87) 

(can,,,,,,,d) 
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TABLE 8,1 Continued 

Variable 
""'""''"' E,rirnat< t Ro/io 

,(Qa) (M) -0.0821 ( 0.4751) 
,(Qb) (Qb) -0.06)4 { 1.3644) 
a(Qb}{Qc) O.ll21 ( 3.1281) 
a(Qb) (I)) 0.l8ll ( 2.0675) 
,(Qb) (t) 0.2)54 ( l.6430) 
,{Ob) (VJ 0.6078 ( 0.4725) 
a(Qb) (M) o.ons (0.4187) 
•(Qc} (Qc) 0.2070 (21.9804) 
,(Q,) (Dl 0.0749 ( 1.8272) 
,(Qc) {£) -0.6012 (12.llOO) 
a(Qc) (V) -2.0652 ( 4.7)6)) 
a(Qc) (M) -0.2051 ( 3.37!0) 
,(l>D) ., 0.095! ( I.Bill) 
a(DE) 0.0!15 ( 0,0900) 
a(OV) -7.0066 ( 5.21ll) 
a(IJM) -l.07:U ( 4.7501) 
o(EE) 0.8912 ( 9.1418) 
o(EVJ -1.9036 ( l.1501) 
a(EMJ 0.1087 ( 0.4030) 
a(VV) O.l658 ( 5.4113) 
o(VM) !.5!82 ( 4.7460) 
a{MM) 0.58~] ( l,7343) 

,, 
.%10 

with a good suuistical significance. That is, cost, are declining with 
Jensity, which is an expected result, though it, magnitude is not 
particularly great. Furthermore, cosl savings decline with density and 
there are diminishing economies to density. This would conform to 
the observation that in highly dense inner-city franchise areas costs 
rncrease agarn. 

The number of channels, on the other hand, is associated wilh 
increasing cost; this, too, is as intuitively e~pected. Herc cost in
creases rise with channels, implyiflil increasing marginal cost of chan
nel capacily. 

Whal do these results suggest? They show productivity increases 
- defined as reductions in production cost that are not due Lo changes 
in input cost - resulting from economic; of scale, vintage," and 
maturity. This, of course, is not surprising. However, the relative 
contribution of these factors to production cost reduction is very 
inleres!ing. The effect of economies of scale is relatively small. Oper
ating experience, that is, "internal" innovation, on the other hand, 
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has a much larger effect. And by far the largest contribution is made 
by the "external" development of the technology, as expressed by the 
contribulion of new vintages to cost reduction. 

Some differential between internal and external contributions to 
cost reduction, of course, could be expected, Adapting an existing 
technology is likely to be more costly and slower than starting with a 
brnnd new-technology. But when the rates of cost decrease arc as fur 
apart as we find them to be, it is a strong indicator that more than these 
usual adjustment issues are at hand, Clearly, if cable systems were to 
compete head on, a cost differential as large as we observe would all 
but assure that the older ;ystems would be driven off the market, 
unless they can mainwin a vast difference in scale. and unless they 
have been operating for a very substantial time: 

Other !han in those unusual circumstances, then, a competitive 
situation would not permit a firm with the slower ''internal"" rate of 
cost reduction to survive entry in the face of the rapid change in 
technology. But, of course, they do survive in the real world. One 
reason is that no head-on compelition exists, outside of a very few 
instances of "overbuilds," because existing operators are not con
tested by competitive entry and are instead protected by legal barriers 
such as de facto franchise monopolies. 

The existence of such a productivity trend differential therefore 
mises a challenge to public policy. It suggests, first, the need for a 
reduction of legal entry barriers as a way of removing a protection to 
inefficiency. Sluggish operators should be subject to challenge by new 
entrant; with more advanced technology, so that they would gain 
incentives to innovate. 

When such a contesting of an existing market does not materialize 
a,; a reality or reasonable possibility, regulatory policies may be called 
for to reduce the differential in productivity trends. lnstrumen1s of 
such a pohcy could be regulatory oversight, franchise contracts that 
have built-in innovation requirements, and rcfranchising conditions 
requiring upgrading. 

Clearly. these changes a1c likely to be painful to the cable televi
;iun industry. It is likely to poinl to its recon.l of internal innovation. It 
is also likely lo demomtrale the major capital requirements that must 
be parl of such an Upgrnding, llnd arg"e that cable fifil1s would then 
have to be permitted to abandon the redistributory aspects of their 
operations, such as universal service, public and government access 
channels, and undifferentiated subscription rates. However, these 
arguments disregard the fact that substantial capital investments are 
made today in new systems, which tend to be under at least as many 
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redistributive requirements as old systems, and that Lhese new sys· 
terns arc still low-cost producers relative to older systems. 

For some time now, concern has been growing whether the com
munication revolution, of which cable television is an important part, 
would lead w the emergence of a class of "information poor,·· who 
would not be able to afford the new offerings (and lose some of the 
previously "free" ones), either for reasons of low income or because 
they !ive in remote or low-density areas. We can now add the concern 
of service differentials between newer and older systems. The fonner 
may have a great diversity of program types and progrnm sources, 
spread over many dozens of channels, as well as interactive services 
such as videotex, home banking, home shopping, and burglar alarms. 
The older systems, al the same time, may have nol much more than a 
doz.en of one-way channels. Peiversely, those communities that wel
comed cable television first are likely to find themselves neglected in 
terms of system innovation, while those that took a long time to 
permil cable can enjoy the benefits of advanced system,. Of course, 
this scenario is paimed in somewhat stark colors; but it point, to a real 
danger. 

The present study, through its statistical estimation of cost
reducing productivity increases, thus points to the need to reduce the 
gap ix.;!ween internal and external innovation through policies that 
lower entry barriers and encourage competition or through some 
regulatory mechanism. The aim of this chapter was lo demonstrale 
the problem. The analysis of optimal public policy responses ought to 
be a subject for further wori<.. 

NOTES 

L. E•cellent review, ohhe lio«.rture may be fo"nd in Nd,un (19Sl), K•mien and 
Schwan, (!975). Sch,rer (!9!IO), M•n,~eld (1%8), Nu«i• and Vo,;oy (l97J), Wei,
(1971), John>ton (1966), and Vctnon (19Jl). A recenl ,u,..ei of empiricol evidence is 
prescnlOd by Sc here< (19S4). 

2. Maourity may include the intc,nal adop!ion of innovaoion, >nd is a more 
d<:;c,ipuve l<nn <hao "experience," whkh may """""' • """' lechnology. 

J. Thi, wo"ld hold lnoo even when oeoe»onto coble,., lcasod tooot"d• program 
syndicalor, under a system of con,mon car,iage, unle,s ,egolation forces A:qtilr<
mcnts for an upgrading of cap.city, or unle" perfoe1 price disctimination for occc<> 
;, po5'ible. 

4. Cable operator, u•u•lly have l>«,n astul< in lherefranch1>ing. The major trod< 
publicatioo of tl>O industry quote, good ,ulvicc to il5 members: "Do it while il i, 
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guieL • S!att ynur ne1101ia1ion, while the publ1< <f< i, focused"" o<h<r i,sue," 
(Rolhban.l. 1982). 

l. 11 i, of cour,e po,,ibl< that bad, an: nonoptim.J in n:,pon,o 10 exces,iV< local 
requiremenl,, In most new rr.nchi,in11, howO'er. btd, ore •hove th< minimum 
requ,,..m,no,, 

6. Thi, moy change >om< years from now ., direct satellite broadc•sting (OBS). 
mullipoinl dostr,bu!ion system, (M JlS). ,ubscript'<>n l<lcvision (STV), ,nd ,01011i1e 
m•skr anl<no• sySlem, (SM>.TV) Oecom< e.t•Mi,hod, Coble OJ''"'"""• how<"Or, 
do no, appear 1n ho affeclod •1 pr<><nt by pol,nli•I cnmpetitkin. !n "" industry 
SU<'ley, 78 pcn;cnl of operOlor, respoodod •n th< negati"O lo • question a.kin• 
whether 1h<y !hough! lhot DBS would hove on inhiDi1ing ell"<ct on their grow1h 
(Muluchannel New,, April 21,, 1982, 46), 

7, In ano,her hnc of inqUlt'f, I hat of "vinta~, .. copilal models, C•p•t•I has been 
hdd to emb.,Uy <echnical pro""'"• •nd has been disa11gregaled aoco'<lin~ lo its age. 
Thu,, model,. very dilfcrcnl from lhe pr<scn, analysis. AO back 10 1he "embO<liod 
capital"' hypo!he,i, (Abramoviu, 19.12, Solow, 1960; S•ll<r, 1%6; Solow "' ,I .. 1%6; 
Dhryme, and Kur,. 1%4), Anuther approach has been lo measure inpu!S in quality• 
adju,"d unr!S I Denison, 197~. Griliches •ml Jorgenson, 1967). 

~- s,aning with Am,w (!%2). re«•r<h considered «perienco proco"e' ur 
"learning by doing" (Kal<ior, 1%2; Alehisn, l%J; Rapping, 1%5; Flaherly. 19~1. 
Duchateld, 1917, fto<ton Con,ul1in11 Group, 1%.B), 

9, Furthermore, as Dicwort (!974) ha, ,kmonSlrated. • Dav;,,. ind« of Imai 
facEor productivily lhao o, based on il tr•n.slog functioo is"""'' r•ther lhan appru,,
mate. 

10. Tho, imposilio,o <of w ~ O leads to • •cncral mul!iprndu,t co,i funclion, and 
lhi, is reasooahle For the coo.ept of homoge,,eny ~, be mcanin11ful, all output 
guan!ilie, must be shlc Oo vary. •nd none c•n be res triced to ,.cro, obvia,ing th< n<ed 
fo, <ho t,ansfmm (J). 

l I. W,<h""' ,he hybrod spe,;r.,ation, an equa<iun uf1hc lype of equa!ion 19 could 
""' he c.prc»ed numericslly in lran,log ro,m 

ii "J he parameleo w i, fuun<I by mjnimizing !ho residual sum of v•(w) (Madalla, 
1971: 315). 

ll. Rep,o, tJn" ,., ~<>ne accordin,ll '" h·ol opmllion,c nabun•I cable compani" 
(mul<,pl< syMcms operatofs, '" MSO,) muSl lherefoto teport their different opcr
a,t<lns separately. 

14. These "'P"'" arc likely to be fairly sccurate due to cable companies' vul
nor•hilioy lo FCC chaaie, uf mimporling in a periU<l ;n which th<y are ac1ivdy 
s,:ekmi new franchises. 

1,. FCC, Cable Buro•u, Phy,ical System Fok; Communily File; •n<l Equal 
E,.mploymeno Oppottunily Filo, 

16 To"""" confident,al/y. fin•nco,1 <lam had bee" ag~"'"""" in 1ho publicly 
a,a,lahi< FCC document,; pa,hcularly d<tailed subaggtego,ion, - for oach slate 
•ccor<l,ng lo seven si,e c•1<soncs, and"wllh maay ,och cotogories of financial 
information - h,d been made avarlabl, lo oh, su\hor specially, 

17. On ohc >1atistical a,pec<, of !hi, scaling, which is wide,prcad in tran,log 
e;1ima1'on,, ,cc Denny aud Fu" (1977). 

I~. All mpul prices are assumed lo b, independcnl of produclion levol. Futher• 
mm,, >npu, prices are not conomlle<I hy cable operators, Fo, proi:ramming, ,om, 
marke< power will "i" in the fu!ure ,f c,bl< ;hould become a dom;nont modi um. >., 
sn advor1i,h1g outlet, cabl< l<l<"i>ion ho, no pattlcular m•rk<l power. 
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19. The f.,,mul• employod is•• follow,c currenl ,ol"" ~ book voluc ~ T, whett T 
i, 1h, adju,umnl f.c,or. 

20. Such model> hove cxi,tod ,Ince 1966 (see Horrigan, l%b), and have boen 
refined by P,,,iuc ond Soldofsky \1969), l'incha, and Min~o (19il, 197,), ond Allman 
ond Kau (1976). The model used here;, 1al;cn f"'m 1hc Koplon ond Urwitz survey 
(1919: Table b, MoJcl ,), wh,ch determine, bond rating with• foirly hi~h c>pl•n•tory 
power (R' - . 79), 1h< fin,ncial voriablo, u,od in Iha! model are as follow,: (a) co,h 
How before 1,.,/in!erest charges; (b) lollj!-l<rm dcb1/net wnnh; (c) nel incomellolal 
a,s,1<; (di total a,,c,.; (c) >Ubor,IJnataon of debE. Bond ratings ron~illl! from AAA 
(model values ;.9) to C (.al) can then bo obtoined for each ob,c""""" P"'"' by 
,ub>1i1u1«:m of the appropriat< finanei•I ealue,. llond rate, are those reported by 
Moody's lovc>tor Service, (1981). !'or low rating., no in<cro>t rote, "'e reported by 
the service,. !'or lhe l<>We>l r•ling (C), the value, e>limated hy •n in•«tment banker 
,peciah,ing in cable <clevision were: u,ed(4 per,:en, abo., prime); forth, nc" hi~h" 
roting,, in,eri:st rate, were reduced proportionally until in< reported ratings wore 
reached. 

ll These are u,ually n,strictcd to• 'lUdio for• low•budget public-acccs, chan
nel, or an ouwm•ttd n,w,lweather di,play. 

22 h would be faulty to v,ew lhe ~u•otily of program, them,elve, a, the ou1pu1, 
of• c,hle ope,ator rather than a> input>. Nei1he, a« 1hey prn<luced by operaEors, "' 
mentioned, nor •re ,ncr wld on a quantity bo,is. Under the currontly eu"ing 
sub,c,ipllon,ba,ed sy>lem of re,tnue generation (as opposed lo !he emhryon,c 
p•y-per-view ,y.,em). program, ,en'e"' •• iocenuve to buy ,ub,cripoion,, no,"' 
to, prod.,,t io,elf. 

ll. '] hi, c,lculated by dividing tolOI TV ..dve'lisin• btll1ng (McCann-Bricksnn, 
"' r.porkd jn Telc•i>ioo !',.;[book, loc., 19!!0; 760) by • numb<, uf TV households 
(Arlnorun, "' reported in Television hclhool, Inc., 19W: 1040) ond l:>y viewLn" tome. 
Nielsen figure, ro, ••«age weekly viewing of TV lt<,u,ehold• 1, 42.6 hours; of cobk 
hou,,hol<I,, 51.7 hour, (Niel••• Cable Sta1u, Report, May 19Rl), TV advcnisiog 
ccvoou« p<r houshold vicw,ng hours" found at cloS< lo 5.5 cents. 

24. On ohe o!her·hand, in dense inn<r-c,ty operations, co;t, m•y g<\ up, loo. 
bccou,c c•hle mu" be buried undc,sn,urnl For the year of ob,cr»lion, however, 
only few inncr-ci!y franch1'es exiSlod, 
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